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What in the world? I can't believe what I just read! Ain't no way in the world this book ending like
that!I feel some type of way because King is getting away with murder. It appears that Samira is
going to suffer and Rayna gets away untouched. I can't agree with that at all, no ma'am.I did feel
like the story was unfinished because we don't know what happened to Lyric and Johnie. How
things played out with Gabi and Gerald bring mad at Samira. There were a few things I wanted
know more about. It probably don't even matter since I hated all these characters, they were all
scandalous. I did low key want Samira to get with G but I guess not. Besides she did some truly
stupid stuff to mess that up, smh just dumb.The story was well written but I did run it to dull
moments in the book that did interest. There were a few errors but not too bad. Since the book says
finale, I'm guessing we won't be seeing anymore from these characters.

Wow I swear this book is crazy.King is a disgrace to men anywhere.Like how can you be mad

because of something you been doing to your wife and she finally does it back.Then for Samira best
friend to be trifling wow she deserved everything that came her way,so glad Samira got in that
ass.Then Rayna she deserved wat she got but glad she finally stood up for herself.Tiana was wrong
as hell I never thought she would be that way.Jamila is stupid you see how he did Samira wat you
think would be different.I need more that ending was cray

OMG, Ms.Littles has done it again. This cant be over, that damn King worked my nerves to no end
and he needs to be taught a lesson, I didn't like Jamila and I'm glad Samira got in that a**, I just
hope Samira beats this mess and can be happy for once, I was even glad that lil ms naive a**
Rayna finally grew some balls to move on, Tiana scandalous a** got what she deserved too n I'm
sad it has to end

Wow, the finale was jammed packed with action, plenty of drama & lies to the next level. Samira got
just what she deserved & so did that nasty so called friend Jamila. King, on the other hand, didn't
nearly get what he he should. He is WORST than a dirty dog. To bad these ladies, including Rayna,
learned their lessons the hard way. Good job.

That man, if that's what you want to call him, is far from a King!! He is trifling and pathetic. A perfect
match for Jamila's no good a$$! I hate that Samira had to loose a wonderful man because of KP.
Gerald was "that man" and she just couldn't get King out of her system quick enough to enjoy all he
had to offer her. Hahaha Tiana..that's what you get!! I'm glad Rayna went through the things she did
because she shouldn't have ben sleeping with that man anyway. Even though she did eventually
come to her senses, it almost cost her her son. God don't like ugly!!!! I did think that King would get
it together but nope...he was still a loser! This book was packed with action from beginning to end
and there were so many lessons to be learned. I loved it!!! Great job TC Littles!!!

The Gettin Played series was a phenomenal read...King's behind played with too many hearts like
they were nothing...Sure wouldn't mind seeing all the ladies link up and he new the one to get
played... Great Job TC...Keep up thew great penmanship!! ðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸ

This was a great series. It had you jumping from page 1 to want to know what would happen. I only
wish there were a part 4. Because I would love to know how King reacts to all the drama and mess
that he caused. And how jamila Arayna and simira come out in the situation. Please give us a part 4

Omg K P is a dog I hope he gets what's coming to him he really put them ladies through some stuff
plz T.C hurry up with the next one I love every inch of this book congratulations you have done it
again
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